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Editorial

CO n t e n t

ALL SAID AND DONE?

J ü rg en g o ron c y,

The political targets for future CO2 emissions
in Europe have at last been agreed upon. With
their combined resources, OEMs and suppliers
can now work on solutions for more efficient
vehicles. There will be especially close focus on
the drive train. But haven’t we left an important
factor out of the equation, i.e., the new Worldwide Harmonized Light-Duty Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP), due for introduction as early as
2017? This procedure will make the targeted 95
grams of CO2 much tougher to achieve. A speed
of 130 rather than 120 km/h and a temperature
of 23 rather than 30 degrees Celsius don’t make
the task any easier. Insiders expect an WLTP-related increase in fuel consumption of a good
10 percent.
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Down with friction losses!

C h e f r e p o rt e r

This “special” is reporting on the products and
systems that KSPG AG is offering its customers
on their way to 95 g of CO2. The fact that the
engineers in Neuss and Neckarsulm have often backed the right horse was
evidenced by this year’s Ten Best Engines chosen by the trade magazine
Ward’s Auto World for benchmark engines in North America. Seven(!) of them
come with components from KSPG.
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Initial Situation

Valve control systems adapt valve lift and timing to car-performance requirements.

ALL SIGHTS SET ON
95 GRAMS OF CO2
For the coming decade, the European Parliament has set strict carbon
dioxide emission limits—together with severe fines for excessively high
fleet fuel consumption. To reduce emissions to the limit of 95 grams of
CO2 per km, engineers have plenty of irons in the fire.
– BY CL AUS -PETER KÖTH –

A

s early as 2015, OEMs will be
penalized for every gram of CO2
more than the currently allowed
130 emitted by their fleets of
new vehicles. For the first gram, €5 is due
per car sold, for the second €15, for the third
€25, and from the fourth and upward €95
per gram. For a fleet average of 135 g of CO2
per kilometer, an OEM thus has to pay €235
in fines for each new vehicle sold in the EU.
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And the penalties are set to rise later, as the
limit for 95 percent of all new automobiles
has been set at 95 g of CO2 per kilometer in
2020. A year later then, all new cars will have
to comply with this limit. This requirement
approved by the European Parliament at the
end of February applies to an OEM’s entire
fleet. Thus manufacturers can then offset
higher CO2 emissions from high-capacity
engines by building fuel-frugal vehicles.

With an average of 135.4 g of CO2 per km,
new cars registered in Germany in 2013 had
already almost complied with the CO2 limit
of 130 g demanded as of 2015. Nevertheless,
if the reductions in fuel consumption
achieved in the last five years (-18.9 g) are
extrapolated into the future, Germany’s
fleet consumption would still be about 112
g of CO2 per km by the year 2020. Given the
17 g above the fleet limit and a €95 fine per

excess g, it becomes obvious why suppliers
and OEMs are currently working flat out to
bring further savings potential to the production line.
OBVIOUS OPTIONS
There has never been any shortage of
potential. For instance, “all current Porsche
models consume up to 18 percent less fuel
than their respective predecessors,” says
Wolfgang Hatz, Executive Board member
responsible for Development, giving a kind
of interim report. The key approaches
include lightweight construction, improved
aerodynamics, generally improved system
efficiency and new drive train configurations. 100 kg less mass, for example, translates into up to 0.3 liters less car fuel consumed per 100 km. Also beneficial here are
new component geometries — on bionic
principles, for instance — and new materials.
Car bodies are no longer made solely of
steel, but often of a mix of different materials, such as steel, aluminum, plastic and,
as of late, composite fiber materials such as
CRP — see the new BMW i3.
Big progress is also being made in the
aerodynamics sector, with new autos
achieving a drag coefficient (cw) of 0.22
(Mercedes-Benz CLA 180 Blue Efficiency)
and 0.23 (Mercedes-Benz S 300 Bluetec
Hybrid). Such coefficients would have been
thought impossible some years ago. According to Dr. Teddy Woll, Head of Aerodynamics
at Mercedes-Benz, “an improvement in the
cw of just 0.01 in the driving cycle (NEDC)
converts into as much as 1 g of CO2 per km,
in averaged real consumption it is already
2 g and, at 150 km/h, as much as 5 g of CO2
per kilometer.”
Even more fuel can be saved right at
source, in the drive train. An elegant, albeit
more elaborate, method is the inclusion of
an additional electric traction engine in the
hybrid drive to offset the shortcomings of
internal combustion engine characteristics.
An electric-drive car with a range extender
achieves greater mileage without the
expensive and heavy battery having to put
on extra weight.
Plenty of savings potential is also offered
by downsized engines. Thanks to their
reduced displacement, friction and mass
coupled with direct injection and charging,
they are much more frugal than comparable
naturally aspirated engines with larger displacements. Makers of transmissions can
also claim efficiency gains. The efficiency of

Since it is almost impossible to reduce the inner diameter of plain bearings, the bearing
width is decreased in order to minimize friction. The associated higher specific load is being
investigated on this test rig.

automatic transmissions with 9 speeds
from Daimler or ZF, for example, surpasses
that of their 6 or 7-speed predecessors by a
double-digit percentage. However, the limit to the number of gears may soon be
reached, as one might well ask whether it
wouldn’t make more sense to achieve higher efficiency with less weight and complexity. For example, there is still optimization
potential in the gearing itself, the bearings
and the hydraulic circuit of the transmission
which combines to add up to about 2.5 g less
CO2 per km according to engineering services
provider IAV.
ON-DEMAND SYSTEMS
The idea of the start-stop system that
automatically switches the internal combustion engine off when it is not needed,
e.g. in tailbacks or at railroad crossings, is
disarmingly simple. This way, according to
component supplier Bosch, NEDC fuel consumption can be slashed by up to 8 percent,
and in real urban traffic in some cases up to
as much as 15 percent. According to a study
by Pike Research, the fleet of start-stoppable vehicles will grow to about 190 million
units by the year 2020.
Start-stop technology is just one example of a megatrend of the future: toward
on-demand systems that are only used
when they are actually needed. Included in

this family are the electrically driven coolant and oil pumps from KSPG that, without a rigid belt drive, only feed coolant or
lubricant when necessary. Fully variable
valve trains that adapt the valve lift and
timing to the driver’s current performance
requirements are also moving in the same
direction. UniValve and FlexValve are two
examples of how, in addition to variable
valve lift and timing, a cylinder can be
switched off — yet another demand-driven
function. Characteristic of both systems is
a consistent reduction in friction, constantly being pushed also in many other
engine components such as pistons, piston
pins, cylinder working surfaces and bearings.
KSPG has calculated that in the gasoline
engine, for example, the piston geometry,
the piston ring assembly and these combined with plasma-coated cylinder working
surfaces are capable of saving another 2.3 g
of CO2 per km. Even products like divert-air
valves, EGR valves, plain bearings with minimum oil loss and pistons with optimized
ring carriers and coolant passages are capable of indirectly downscaling fuel consumption—by facilitating the use of other efficient components. All in all, car makers and
component suppliers are doing their utmost
to achieve the goal of 95 g of CO2 per km on
time.
Automobil Industrie Special | 2014 
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interview

“WE‘RE INVESTING IN
OUR FUTURE!”

JJAbout Horst Binnig:
Horst Binnig (55) studied mechanical engineering at the Stuttgart
polytechnic. He then worked until
1983 at KACO Elektrotechnik in Heilbronn in special-machinery construction. In 1999, he moved to Kolbenschmidt Pierburg, being initially
active in China. In 2001, he took
over the position of CEO at KS Aluminium-Technologie and then later
the pistons business was added to
his responsibilities. In 2011, he was
placed in charge of the newly founded Hardparts division (aluminum
technology, pistons, plain bearings)
and a year later joined KSPG AG‘s
Executive Board whose Chairman he
has been since 2014.
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Emission reduction will stay a mega-issue in future
automotive developments. In this exclusive interview,
Horst Binnig, since January 1, 2014, new CEO at KSPG AG,
talks about engineering and economic trends and how
KSPG is responding.
What does KSPG AG stand for today?
Historically, our forte has been engines
and most of our products are engine related.
So, we can readily assert that our heart—our
corporate identity—beats for our customers‘
engines. Comparatively and competitively,
we have a fairly unique product mix. We
have the Hardparts division of Kolben
schmidt—with its pistons, plain bearings,

engine blocks, and cylinder heads. These are
products that have been around as long as
the engines themselves and are still a
source of welcome growth rates, especially
in the emerging markets. A second essential
segment of KSPG is the Pierburg Mecha
tronics division, at present more European
centered. This division is chiefly concerned
with reducing pollution, consumption, and

emissions. Our third mainstay is Motor
service‘s aftermarket business that
addresses engine repair shops and whole
salers by supplying them with our own and
third-party products.
What do you expect the automotive
world to be like in 2020?
Generally speaking, we must in future
work more closely and intensely with our
customers. I‘m also expecting momentum
from markets whose environmental aware
ness will sharpen, in some cases under
compulsion. KSPG has the ideal fuel- and
emission-reducing products to match
these requirements. Electric mobility will
derive its most massive momentum from
within Asia‘s megacities. Despite these
issues, however, we should not ignore the
pleasure of driving that will continue to
constitute a major part of the ‚motoring
experience‘.“
Will lower fuel consumption remain so
important?
Yes, it will. The various CO2 emission
standards will continue to propel business,
specifically for auto-industry suppliers. Of
late these standards have triggered an
incredible innovation drive that will go on.
Given this situation what groups of
KSPG products will flourish most?
We have a well-balanced product range
and we‘ve invested in promising areas of
business. Examples are our plant in China
for large-bore pistons destined for marine,
power plant and rail vehicle engines; the
expansion to facilities for making steel pis
tons for commercial vehicle engines and for
pumps and plain bearings in Mexico; the
development of steel pistons for car engines
in Neckarsulm, and the new plant in Neuss
for mechatronic products. Technology pio
neers such as our range extender prototype
are likewise important for us as are the vari
able valve trains and the subject of heat
management for all kinds of vehicles.
Why is KSPG investing in an all-new
plant at Neuss?
First, over the past decades Pierburg and
Pierburg Pump Technology have benefited
strongly from the trend toward engine-com
ponent electrification. The innovative prod
ucts for such purposes are usually highly
complex and require a close focus on tech
nology besides highly automated assembly
processes. These considerations—alongside
the ideal internal and external infrastruc
tures available in Neuss—have favored the
construction of a new plant in Germany.

Second, the new location merges the pro
duction capacities formerly divided between
the Nettetal and previous Neuss locations.
We have thus been able to hold on to our
highly skilled employees—an essential ingre
dient in our ongoing success.
The third point is the future recruitment
of skilled personnel. Even now it is evident
that in the medium term we will have much
fewer youngsters having graduated from
junior or senior high school an d hence few
er engineers with university degrees, fewer
technicians and fewer skilled workers. In
Neuss, we have the advantage of a
well-functioning education network, for
instance we work closely together with
RWTH Aachen university.
What are your views about the medium-term future of the auto markets?
Since motor vehicle population in most
countries is still relatively low it will progress
rapidly in most, above all the growth, mar
kets—especially China where the govern
ment is creating congenial conditions. India
still has some ground to make good, partic
ularly in expanding its road infrastructure.
North America has recovered amazingly well
but still has some catching up to do, South
America‘s economy tends to be volatile,
Western Europe is back on an even keel,
Russia could become interesting.

“We will be
further expanding
our plants and
R&D activities in
China.” Horst Binnig
How is KSPG responding to the various
market forecasts?
In North America, we are selectively
expanding our portfolio to embrace appli
cations demanded by the market and we
will strengthen our R&D resources located
at Auburn Hills. At the moment, the South
American market is short of growth and
we refuse to join in the price wars raging
there.
In China, we meanwhile have set up nine
plants, mainly for Hardparts, and over the
past years have grown there at a strong
double-digit pace. This has chiefly been
orchestrated through joint ventures with
HASCO, a subsidiary of the auto manufac
turer SAIC. In future, however, we will
increasingly be represented by, and grow
ing through, our own subsidiaries in China.
This means even more plants?
Without a doubt, yes! And, we‘ll also be
further expanding our R&D activities in
Shanghai.
And India?
For many years now we have held a stake
in a manufacturer of pistons for cars, trucks,
and farming machinery. This business is
doing very well. Elsewhere in India we make
plain bearings and pumps. Right now, how
ever, I fail to see any growth in India since
the auto market is suffering especially
because of the poor roads.
What kind of momentum is KSPG
expecting electric mobility to generate?
Electric mobility will be offering us plenty
of options even if the earlier euphoria has
completely evaporated. If the Chinese suc
ceed in creating the infrastructure for pro
viding the energy for electric mobility, such
a mode will take hold above all in the coun
try‘s megacities. This is something for which
the European auto industry should also be
braced. We are following developments in
China very closely.

Horst Binnig talking to AI.
Automobil Industrie Special | 2014 
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Reducing friction

DOWN WITH FRICTION
LOSSES!
Reducing friction is an important and sensible way to cut back CO2 emissions.
OEMs and suppliers are examining almost all their products from this angle.
Piston systems and bearings offer plenty of potential.

K

SPG has traditionally devoted a lot
of attention to the piston. The
fine-tuning of the piston skirt, the
coating of the sliding surfaces, a
design with optimized stiffness and a meticulously balanced piston ring package are
capable of directly curbing friction losses.
“We’ve put together various detailed
packages for gasoline and diesel engines
that each reduces the hydrodynamic and
mixed friction of the piston system,”
explains Ralf Buschbeck, head of Development & Technology of KSPG subsidiary KS
Kolbenschmidt GmbH. One aspect of this

is the painstaking determination of the
skirt surfaces. For the aluminum pistons
of gasoline engines, the company has thus
developed asymmetrical skirt surfaces that
precisely match the lateral forces on the
cylinder’s major and minor thrust faces.
The decreased surface on the major and
minor thrust faces yields up to 28 percent
less friction.
46 PERCENT LESS FRICTION
If the piston skirt’s fine geometry, its
hydrodynamics, piston clearance and skirt
coating are additionally improved, friction

can be decimated by up to an aggregate
46 percent — as confirmed by floating-liner
measurements on the fired engine. This
innovation has already been gradually introduced with the Liteks aluminum piston.
But other components are also amenable
to further innovation, such as optimized
piston ring packages and plasma-coated
cylinder working surfaces in the engine
block. In cooperation with an OEM, such a
package has already been studied in depth
for its effectiveness in minimizing friction.
“The results are impressive: 1.9 percent less
gasoline consumption in the NEDC, which
translates into 3.3 grams of CO2 less per
km, using a manually gear-shifted vehicle
in the B-Class market segment,” Buschbeck
reports. “At certain engine operating conditions, even 3 to 5 percent fuel savings are
possible.” This is all the more remarkable

JJPrecise analysis
of friction loss
In Neckarsulm a friction test rig has
been installed on which engineers
can precisely analyze a piston system’s friction loss—incidentally, a
European first for an auto-component supplier. To this end, the testing system is equipped with a single-cylinder engine on the floating
liner principle. Turning at up to
3,000 rpm, it measures the friction
between the piston rings, piston
and cylinder working surfaces with
the aid of friction force sensors.
Friction measurements were performed on this friction test rig.

8
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considering that the design of the demonstration engine, a standard-production
gasoline engine with 1.6 liters displacement, already embodies state-of-the-art
downsizing.
Since new combustion and engine concepts will impose even more demands on
pistons, the partial remelting of the lip of
the piston bowl is a key technology of the
future. The introduction of new development techniques such as bionic design is
also being accelerated. Just as important,
however, will be a holistic approach to the
piston system, from the piston via the
rings and pin through to the cylinder working surface.
In addition to two coating processes for
cylinder working surfaces employed by
OEMs, the PTWA (Plasma-Transferred Wire
Arc) process has shown itself to be production ready and adequately stable. Until
now, only sports car engines have been
coated with it in small runs on prototype
lines. As from 2015, KSPG will be present
in the marketplace with PTWA-coated cylinder working surfaces. The initial production run will amount to more than 50,000
engine blocks per year. In addition to reducing friction losses, the coating cuts wear
and enhances corrosion resistance.
STEEL PISTONS FOR AUTO DIESEL
ENGINES
Another approach to reducing friction is
steel pistons for automobile diesel engines.
At warm operating temperatures, piston
clearance is good and such pistons additionally make do with a skirt face only half
the size of that of their aluminum cousins.
The resultant friction reduction and other
benefits yield a maximum of 4 percent fuel
savings over diesel aluminum pistons
under key operating conditions (low engine
speeds, low loads). In the NEDC, this converts into 2.5 g of CO2 less per km for a
four-cylinder engine. Neckarsulm sees the
main market for steel pistons in large-displacement automobile diesel engines with
ambitious efficiency aspirations.
However, aluminum also offers potential
for development as well. Currently being
introduced in series production are new
high-temperature aluminum alloys whose
extremely low zirconium and vanadium
aluminide deposits help the piston to
achieve 25 percent better resistance to elevated temperatures and thus open up more
scope for downsizing concepts. An addi-

Ralf Buschbeck: “We’ve put together packages for gasoline and diesel engines that reduce
the hydrodynamic and mixed friction of the piston system.”

tional coating of the piston surfaces with
wear- and friction-diminishing nanoparticles has already reached the production line
in aluminum pistons for gasoline engines
and is also being gradually introduced in
the diesel sector.
Plain bearings can also have a direct friction-reducing effect. The crankshaft and
connecting rod are engine components that
traditionally have plain bearings. Since for
design reasons it is usually almost impossible to reduce the inner diameter of these
bearings, engineers minimize friction
mainly by trimming bearing width. The high
specific load associated with this calls for

Size comparison of steel and aluminum
pistons for car diesel engines.

plain bearings with higher-duty bearing
materials and sliding layers.
ADVANCED PLAIN BEARINGS FOR
ADVANCED ENGINES
KSPG developers are also devoting a lot
of attention to the tribology between moving surfaces. If the oil film ruptures, the
bearing runs periodically and locally in a
state of mixed friction, which means
wear-exacerbating contact between the
friction surfaces. Modern vehicle engines
with a start-stop function even encourage
this scenario. Special sliding layer compositions such as electrochemically applied
tin-copper films on bronze bearings and
polymer films on aluminum bearings solve
the problem and have already reached
series production.
In addition to measures to cut down friction directly, new, heavy-duty plain bearing
solutions are facilitating further friction-reducing measures that make use of
low-viscosity motor oils and loss-minimized ancillary units, such as the oil pump.
The overall effect of these measures is
to curb friction in the engine, thus making
a CO2 reduction of about 3 g/km achievable. In the medium term, other savings
potential appears possible by optimizing
further bearings in the drive train and ancillary units.
Automobil Industrie Special | 2014 
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exhaust-gas recirculation

Hot-gas test rig for EGR coolers.

CLEAN AND FUEL-EFFICIENT RECIRCULATION
Exhaust-gas recirculation (EGR) was originally developed in the nineteen seventies as a technology for saving and cutting nitrogen oxides. It
subsequently rose to prominence in reducing nitrogen oxides on diesel
engines. Most recently, EGR has been undergoing a revival on gasoline
engines as means of curbing fuel consumption and CO2 emissions.

O

n today‘s advanced, downsized
gasoline engines, fuel savings of
up to about 2 percent are possible
with EGR, depending on its design
and state of development. “In addition to
internal EGR (with a variable valve train) and
external high-pressure EGR, a third option
in the form of low-pressure EGR has estab-
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lished itself in the last few years. It has so
far only been used on diesel engines for
reducing NOx,” says Michael Pachmann,
head of the Automotive Emission Systems
business unit at Pierburg.
At present, in cases when external EGR is
used on turbocharged gasoline engines
high-pressure EGR is almost always the ver-

sion favoured. Although combustion effectiveness is diminished a little by the slightly lower combustion temperatures, the
marked gains due to the reduced throttling
losses under part load outcompensate this.
On turbocharged engines the exhaust gases
are removed upstream of the turbocharger
and reintroduced downstream of the throt-

tle valve. The exhaust-gas backpressure
usually ranges between 2 and 3 bar. The
exhaust gas has a temperature of up to 700
degrees Celsius.
The development engineers in the automotive industry are currently working on
gasoline engines with a high degree of
forced induction coupled with very high
compression ratios (up to 14). High compression significantly boosts not only the
engine’s efficiency but also the risk of
uncontrolled, spontaneous ignition and
hence the tendency of knocking. This is why
engine developers are consistently resorting
to low-pressure EGR that has an anti-knock
effect. Depending on their operating conditions, engines on this design principle consume 5 to 6 percent less gasoline.
COOLED EGR
The exhaust gas at about 550 to 600
degrees Celsius is removed from the mass
flow downstream of the turbocharger and
reintroduced upstream of the compressor.
The recirculated exhaust gas is cooled in a
heat exchanger to less than 150 degrees
Celsius, as the downstream components
such as the compressor and charge-air cooler have to be protected. Because the pressure of the exhaust gas is lowered to little
more than ambient pressure downstream
of the turbocharger (hence the term
“low-pressure” EGR), the pressure gradient
in the EGR control loop is not always sufficient to feed the gas effectively into the
intake. The duct cross-section is therefore
varied with the aid of exhaust gas control
valves (ECV) in order to generate backpressure to the exhaust gas so that the latter is
discharged into the low-pressure EGR loop.
To control recirculation, an EGR valve with a
large opening cross-section is additionally
required. Pierburg also has the ECV valves
in its portfolio.
“Cooled EGR also opens up further potential for efficiency. The heat exchanger integrated in the EGR loop cools the exhaust gas
by several hundred degrees Celsius. This
causes an increase in the density of the EGR
fresh-air mixture on the intake side and
hence in the oxygen content in the combustion chamber,” Pachmann explains.
High temperatures (up to 800 degrees
Celsius for diesel exhaust gas), high EGR
mass flowrates (up to 150 kg/h) and precise
control of minimum flowrates (of less than
1 kg/h), short opening and closing times (50
to 60 milliseconds) and the danger of con-

tamination from substandard fuels call
for resistant materials of high-alloy
chrome-nickel steel for the guides, rods,
stem gaskets and special shaped poppets
of the EGR valves. The valve actuators are
also cooled with the engine’s coolant.
It was back in the nineteen seventies that
KSPG started supplying EGR valves, initially
actuated pneumatically, later with solenoids
and today mainly by electric motors. This is
because EGR valves work faster with DC
motors and can also precisely meter minute
quantities of exhaust gas. “However, in mar-

kets where exhaust gas legislation has so
far been less strict — such as India — there
is still big demand for not only pneumatic
valves, but also for EGR valves with solenoid
control. But to meet emission limits at Euro
5 or Euro 6 level, EGR valves with electric
motors are required,” says Pachmann.
In 2013 Pierburg produced a total of about
6 million EGR valves and complete modules
with coolers and bypass lines. Future lively
demand for them is anticipated for gasoline
engines as well, particularly in Asia and
North America.

Michael Pachmann: “With EGR, engine makers can build fuel-efficient and clean engines.”
Automobil Industrie Special | 2014 
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on-demand ancillary equipment

POTENTIALS IN DETAILS
Making progress in small steps — this success recipe is also true of the
much mentioned engine peripherals when it comes to CO2 emissions.
This is where pumps help reduce!

Tobias Kasperlik is a firm believer in virtues of electric coolant pumps.

E

lectric coolant pumps are mainly
used for making sure the engine‘s
cooling system is kept working and
this is a job they do so well that,
compared with their predecessors, the
inflexible mechanical coolant pumps, engine
fuel consumption on an NEDC comparison
drops by up to three percent. This is chiefly
because these operate to match engine
needs for greater efficiency and independently of engine speed, unlike conventional mechanical pumps. Also, their variable timing and delivery volumes allow
ample options for advanced engine heat
management. This is an area in which Tobias Kasperlik, in charge of Pierburg Pump
Technology, identifies plenty of future savings potential.
Other advantages of electric coolant
pumps include the absence of V-belts which,
in turn, allows greater latitude in the positioning of the pump on the engine or chassis.

12
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Besides its engine coolant pumps, Pierburg Pump Technology develops and manufactures electric coolant pumps for such
functions as charge-air cooling on the turbocharger bearings after motor stop when
cooling with oil is not possible. Cooling of
recirculated exhaust gases to lower NOx
emissions is also a big task. On tomorrow‘s
hybrid and electric vehicles, the Neuss-bred
coolant pumps will additionally serve for
stabilizing the heat systems of batteries,
converters, power electronics, and electric
traction motors.
For a variety of OEMs the company is
presently making around eight million electric coolant pumps annually. The market for
these applications is growing steadily since,
especially the larger cars with their high-displacement engines, require that as many
efficiency potentials as possible be exploited if these engines are to comply with
future emissions standards. Among these
potentials are variable-flow coolant pumps.

Pierburg has five decades of experience
in the development and production of vacuum pumps. Since the 1960s, these pumps
have been dependably supplying vacuum
to brake boosters and other pneumatic
systems. In 2013, KSPG built some 4.2 million units, benefiting from the boom in
demand for gasoline engines with direct
injection and turbo charging, these developing barely any degree of vacuum. “The
market for this technology has grown rapidly especially in Europe and we are also
looking now to brisk demand particularly
in North America, China, and India,” says
Tobias Kasperlik.
Which is not surprising given that these
vacuum pumps have been repeatedly
refined thanks to the accumulated experience. In fact, the newest-generation vacuum pumps work up to 50 percent more
efficiently than the previous. This is equivalent to 0.4 to 1 gram less CO2 per driven km
according to NEDC. A recent trend has been
to integrate the oil and vacuum functions
to form a single module. This allows a more
compact footprint while enhancing engine
efficiency.
On the oil pumps, dual-stage or variable-control mechanical systems, increasingly popular and including closed-loop
control and pressure sensors, lower power
consumption and ensure reduced CO2 emissions. Electric oil pumps are already being
used for transmission control purposes, too.
Indeed, electric oil pumps have a variety of
possible transmission functions to perform.
On hybrid vehicles, they maintain hydraulic
pressure when the power unit is not operating and especially under start-stop conditions or when the vehicle is in “sailing“
mode. On automatic transmissions, they act
as an additional pump to allow a downsized
mechanical pump. On wet-clutch mechanical transmission (e.g. double-clutch transmissions) electric oil pumps perform a cooling function.

downsizing

EVERYTHING UNDER
CONTROL!
Solenoid valves are important not only on fuel-injection systems. They
also have a lead role to play in the engine‘s peripherals by making power
units even more efficient and thus reducing CO2 emissions.

E

lectrical bypass and turbo control
valves do not directly bring about
efficiency enhancements, their functions do allow the use of other ancillary systems such as, in this case, turbochargers that, in turn, boost engine efficiency.
Divert-air or electrical bypass valves are
mostly used on gasoline engines. When the
throttle valve closes, the turbocharger
moves the air within a virtually closed zone.
Air pressure rises sharply and falls just as
promptly as soon as the throttle valve
reopens. This causes, first, a disagreeable
pumping noise and secondly, severely
stresses delicate turbocharger components
such as blades and bearings. The divert-air
valve routes excess pressure produced by
the turbocharger through a bypass valve to
the suction side, thus averting the hazards
mentioned. One consequence is improvements to turbocharger design and enhanced
efficiency by some ten percent at the compressor side. Because turbo lag is thus
avoided when reaccelerating, driving pleasure is not impaired.
LARGE MARKET SHARE
“Prior to the turn of the millennium,
divert-air valves had been either mechanically or electropneumatically actuated but
since 2004 they have been electrically triggered and operated,” says Dr.-Ing. Karsten
Sonnenschein, head of Pierburg‘s Solenoid
Valves business unit, in retrospect. “Today,
we almost only make the electric variety, so
far more than 20 million of them. We are
world market leader and our electric divertair valves account for over two-thirds of the
total market.”
The advantages of the electric valves are
shorter response times, faster pressure
buildup and release, and the possibility of

Dr. Karsten Sonnenschein at an automated electrical bypass valve production line.

integration with other engine functions as
a result of direct electric actuation by the
engine control unit.
With a view to addressing the multiple
challenges, KSPG is repeatedly improving its
divert-air valves. Mid-2014 will see the
series-production startup of a very compact,
low-cost version with a new mode of operation using a smaller optimized actuator.
And in order to comply with ongoing temperature- and pressure-related demands
posed by today‘s downsized engines, a new,
fifth generation of divert-air valves is being
developed for series production in 2016.
There is another valve that protects the
turbocharger, the turbo control valve. It
“deflates” the system since otherwise the
turbocharger by its very nature would pump
more and more air and thus drive the engine
to its mechanical and thermal limits. The
turbo control valve uses the turbocharger‘s

excess pressure to control the wastegate at
the exit side of the turbocharger. Here,
excess waste gas is steered past the turbocharger directly to the exhaust system. A
solenoid turbo control valve is the simplest
and least-costly possibility of control and is
widely used particularly on the emerging
markets. Competitors of this system are the
electric wastegate actuators and electropneumatic vacuum systems that in future
will be widely utilized in the developed markets such as Europe and North America.
KSPG has all three options in its product
lineup and backed by experience from producing millions of these products has ample
technological expertise to draw upon. Other
efficiency-enhancing coolant-control valves
from KSPG are involved in thermal management of the engine and its ancillary assemblies besides regulating the oil circulated by
variable oil pumps.
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interview

“95 GRAMS NOT EASY
TO REACH”

JJAbout the
interviewee:
Dipl.-Ing. Heinrich Dismon (51)
studied at the Chair of Applied
Thermodynamics at RWTH Aachen
University. He joined Pierburg
GmbH in 1991, first of all working in
series-product development, later
in predevelopment. Among his
responsibilities were the engineering and series-production development of the electric motorized EGR
valve. Since 2013, he has headed
Research & Technology at KSPG AG.

How can KSPG help OEMs reach the 95-g
CO2 target?
Our product lineup enables us to further
improve the efficiency of established internal
combustion engines of the OEMs, both
mechanically and thermodynamically. Among
the important mechanical success ingredients
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What does an engineer think about the achievability
of the CO2 limits? Dipl.-Ing. Heinrich Dismon, head of
Research & Technology at KSPG AG, talks about the
potential savings derivable from various products
and assemblies, about untapped efficiency sources
and the post-95-g era.
are to cut down component friction and mass
as well as power consumed by the ancillaries
when doing their job. Parallel to this, we aim
to propose attractive alternatives in the form
of new ideas such as the range extender.
Could you give us some striking examples of efficiency-improvement products?

A good example is the steel pistons on passenger vehicle diesel engines. KSPG will in
2015 be the first to replace high-duty aluminum pistons with steel ones that are light,
compact and remarkable for running very
smoothly at fluctuating engine temperatures.
The bottom line: fuel savings of three to four

“At present very
popular is on-demand control of
coolant, oil and
vacuum pumps.”
Heinrich Dismon

percent. On gasoline engines we are focusing
on further refinements to the aluminum pistons. These will lose even more weight, cause
even less friction thanks to innovative coatings and will still be fully able to cope with the
tougher thermal and mechanical loads posed
by downsized engines.
And outside of the engine itself?
In the case of the ancillary assemblies our
aim is to lower power consumption and friction losses. The mechanical systems we are
continuously fine-tuning and wherever possible allowing them to be switched on/off or
have fully variable modes of operation. We
are also replacing mechanical drive systems
with electrical on the ancillary units and permitting, for example, pumping “on demand”.
The pump works only when needed.
What‘s the thinking behind on/off ancillary equipment?
On-demand or on/off variable-flow coolant
pumps allow controlled and quick engine heatup for reducing friction. All-electric pumps
for the main cooling circuit are, however, only
receiving lukewarm acceptance. The situation
is different on the secondary circuits such as
for EGR cooling or turbocharger aftercooling
where smaller electric pumps are making
inroads. In addition, there are the alternative
propulsion systems that require, say for battery cooling, improved comfort, etc., separate,
smart cooling circuits that use variable-flow
electric pumps.

How much potential do smart cooling
circuits harbor?
We still identify plenty of improvement
potential through efficient heat management,
especially of the coolant circuit. This is where
we are offering, besides the pumps, increasingly other control valves.
Is the trend expected to be similar regarding the oil pumps?
Here, too, with our dual-stage and increasingly popular fully variable mechanical oil
pumps, including closed-loop control using
pressure sensors, we are helping to downscale
power consumption. As far as transmission
control is concerned there is likewise growing
demand for electric oil pumps. Regarding lube
oil circulation on internal combustion engines,
these pumps are not likely to go into series
production for some time due to capacity and
reliability reasons.
You mentioned products for bettering
thermal dynamic efficiency …
For years now we have been market leaders
in EGR components for diesel engines and are
now realizing that such components also
have a place on gasoline engines. Here, the
important thing is not to limit exhaust-gas
temperatures in the turbocharger by enriching the mixture and thus raising consumption, but to add inert gas for lowering the
exhaust gas temperature. At the same time,
knocking susceptibility can be leveled down.
By the close of 2014, we will also be launching

for series production an all-new, very compact
dump valve installed on a forced-induction
gasoline engine. Also helping to improve the
thermal dynamic efficiency of engines are, of
course, our two variable valve train systems:
UniValve (for gasoline engines) und FlexValve
(for diesels).
What KSPG efficiency-enhancement
products are right now the most popular
among OEMs?
At present, on-demand control of coolant is
very popular, oil and vacuum pumps since this
allows fuel savings of 1.5 to 3 percent. As mentioned, the use of steel pistons on diesel
engines is attracting widespread interest.
External exhaust-gas recirculation on gasoline
engines permits, depending on type, fuel savings of up to two percent while our variable
valve train systems, depending on the engine,
deliver three to six percent fuel savings.
Will the 95 g CO2 per km be achievable
and what comes then?
To be honest, for some OEMs it won‘t be
easy to arrive at 95 g. And the limit of 68 to 78
g CO2 per km that the EU has in mind by the
middle or end of the next decade, would certainly call for even more incisive measures.
What might they be?
Still underrated is the potential inherent in
natural gas engines with such fuel‘s high antiknock index and much lower CO2 emissions.
The impediment, however, is the still poor
refueling infrastructure.
Automobil Industrie Special | 2014 
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dethrottling

FULL FLEXIBILITY
The variable valve train is an attractive way of curbing CO2 output,
particularly on the stoichiometric gasoline engine. So far, however,
only few OEMs have exploited the full potential of this technology.

N

evertheless, to comply with the
target of 95 grams of CO2 per
kilometer, OEMs will have no
alternative but to tap the savings
potential of the variable valve train,” says
Dr.-Ing. Michael Breuer, Senior Manager
Variable Valve Train Systems at KSPG. “On
gasoline engines, five to six percent less fuel
consumption is realistic in the test cycle.
The good thing about this is that these rates
are achieved not only in the NEDC, but also
— unlike some competing fuel-saving

Michael Breuer: “Our electromechanical systems are based
on proven components and
production processes.”
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options — during everyday motoring. At certain points of the engine characteristics
map, we’ve even measured savings stretching to twelve percent.”
TWO SOLUTIONS DEVELOPED
Responding in good time to the scenarios
of the future, KSPG is proposing two different solutions by the names of UniValve
and FlexValve. UniValve teaches gasoline
engines to economize, while FlexValve is
tailored to the needs of diesel engines —

from 3-cylinder auto engines to large-capacity units for heavy-duty trucks. The basic
idea behind both systems is to achieve maximum variability in the engines’ air paths
with the aid of flexible valve lift and timing.
In addition to the dethrottling of the
engine, this also opens up scope for cylinder
deactivation, cylinder scavenging, and
engine braking. Breuer: “The goal is of
course primarily to create a valve train with
which lift curves can be set to meet actual
demand. In addition, there is a growing wish

UniValve is also capable of fully deactivating individual valves, thus
permitting the complete shutoff of the associated cylinders of the
gasoline engine.

for individual cylinder or even individual
valve control — if possible perfectly timed.
With both of these designs we are taking a
big step in this direction.”
UniValve is an inline arrangement of two
mechanical cam gears. The centerpiece of
the system is a lever that is given an oscillatory motion by a camshaft and acts via its
working contour on a roller cam follower. The
lever’s orientation is quickly and precisely
modified by the control shaft and its electric
actuator, thus yielding the desired stepless
variation of lift. The system is also capable
of fully deactivating individual valves, hence
permitting the complete shut-off of the
associated cylinders.
JUST THREE EXTRA COMPONENTS
Another advantage is that the classic components — camshaft and roller finger follower — are joined by just three extra components (UniValve rocker, circular guide, and
control shaft). Owing to its compact design
and the consistent use of roller contacts, the
system attains high-speed stability with low
mechanical losses. Engine charge cycling processes and fuel consumption are lessened.
Its sister system, FlexValve, in contrast,
is in principle two systems arranged in parallel. The key element here is a DuoCam, a
twin cam camshaft as the name indicates.
The cams of both shafts and tubes, whose
positions are reciprocally adjusted with a
phase shifter, act jointly on the FlexValve
rocker that adds their motions together. To
this end, the rocker has a rotary mounting
in the axle joining the two followers.
With this system, valve lift can be continuously varied within a broad range and, if

FlexValve will help diesel engines comply with emission limits without negative impact on fuel consumption.

desired, even secondary opening of the
valves to meet demand is possible. And all
this with just two more components than a
conventional valve train: the DuoCam and
FlexValve rocker. This simple technical design
permits the integration of various FlexValve
extensions in a cylinder head without having
to modify the latter’s geometry.
Overall, this solution offers plenty of
scope for intervention in the combustion
process and in the exhaust gas management. The main options are:
•• Improved cold-starting and accelerated
light-off of the engine and exhaust aftertreatment systems
•• Residual gas control and/or faster torque
response thanks to secondary valve opening
•• Adjustment of volumetric efficiency and
charge temperature for optimized process
control and variable effective compression ratio
•• Increased engine braking by blow-down
of the compressed air charge close to TDC.
KSPG is ready to bring both valves to the
production line. “UniValve and FlexValve have
currently given us a unique selling proposition
in the market for fully adjustable mechanical
valve trains, if we disregard BMW’s Valvetronic technology and other OEM systems
that are not all freely available,” says Breuer,
making an important point.
“Independent suppliers in this market
segment are thin on the ground. So far there
has only been an electrohydraulic solution.
By comparison, we see the advantages of
our systems mainly in terms of mechanical
efficiency. On the basis of our experience,
this is an essential precondition for actually

converting improved thermodynamics into
lower fuel consumption,” Breuer continues.
Other mechanical, hydraulic and electric
approaches have been tested at various
times, but have all been rejected as unsuitable for series production.
Customer potential for UniValve he sees
firstly in engines that so far have no or only
limited variability in the air path. Second,
there may be OEMs wishing to replace their
existing inhouse system—possibly only partially variable or only with cylinder shutoff—
at relatively little extra cost with a fully
variable valve train system that offers significantly greater performance scope and
savings potential.
On the diesel engine, it is a question of
complying with emission limits without
negative impact on fuel consumption. This
is where potential buyers can make use of
the flexibility of FlexValve and choose from
three versions without having to make
major modifications to the engine.
What also distinguishes the electromechanical UniValve und FlexValve systems is
that they are based on components and
production processes that already have a
proven track record on the assembly line.
This is coupled with the robustness and stability not only of the mechanical components, but also of the processes and supplier relations.
“UniValve and FlexValve are, as it were,
the logical continuation of switching systems. And they’ve got further development
potential. Even for CNG engines, which are
attractive from the CO2 point of view, UniValve is an exciting option,” says Breuer in
conclusion.
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Electromobility

SMART
BRIDGEBUILDER
Range anxiety? Bulky, expensive, heavy batteries? Not if you have a
range extender! The compact assembly comprising I.C. engine and power
generator is the ideal technology bridge to fully electric motoring.

O

ne of the most serious reservations that motorists have about
electric vehicles is the fear of
being left high and dry because of
an empty battery. Compounding this anxiety
are the still very high costs and weight of
the batteries and their limited mileage
range. KSPG‘s range extender is designed to
alleviate these fears. A 30-kW 2-cylinder
V-engine (right-hand page) goes into action
when required and supplies energy with
which the two, likewise integrated, generators deliver power that is fed into the traction batteries. In this way, battery weight
and costs are kept low and the car‘s mileage
range (depending on the size of the fuel
tank) is also much increased without lengthy
recharging at a power point.

Dr. Martin Hopp: “Compact package and best-possible NVH are what make our range
extender stand out.”
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FITS INTO THE SPARE WHEEL
RECESS
“In developing this product we, together
with our development partner FEV, have
emphasized two key success factors: a
compact package and best-possible NVH
(Noise Vibration Harshness) scores,” says
Dr.-Ing. Martin Hopp, head of New Propulsion Technologies at KSPG AG. “On the one
hand, the range extender should be able to
fit into the spare wheel recess, at present
its logical home. And, on the other, we are
aiming for as little NVH as possible so that
the driver is oblivious to the engine having
started to run but instead still has the subjective impression of battery-powered
mobility.”
According to Martin Hopp, the 2-cylinder
90-degree V-engine meets both these
requirements. On the engine, a counterweight is not mounted but casted to the
crank shaft on the crankshaft offsets the

JJ Technical data of Range Extender
Combustion engine
Engine type

2-cylinder, 4-stroke SI engine in 90° V configuration

Displacement

799 cm3

Bore x stroke

80 mm x 79.5 mm

Engine rating

30 kW @ 4,500 RPM

Mean effective pressure

10.3 bar @ 3,500 RPM

Maximum torque

66 Nm @ 3,500 RPM

Valve train

OHV, 2 valves per cylinder

Fuel injection system

Port fuel injection

Generator

first-order mass forces while the remaining
forces are vibration balanced by counter-rotating masses. The two generators are likewise snugly mounted into the module.
The first experimental vehicle based on a
Fiat 500 has already undergone extensive
tests and impressed on account of both its
NVH and remarkable fuel efficiency of about
1.4 liters gasoline (ECE norm), equivalent to
some 33 grams CO2 emissions per kilometer. In the course of field trials staged in
Bonn, Streetscooter GmbH is testing KSPG‘s
Rex on routine distribution and delivery
chores performed by small commercial vehicles.
The engine concept is flexible
enough to allow performance to be
elevated by 40 or 50 kW and/or a
different cylinder bank angle to be
chosen. The operating strategy
can be widely varied, too,
depending on the envisaged conditions of use. „We‘re also looking
into the possibilities of linking the I.C.
engine to a heat pump. Combined with
a smart heating/cooling module this
would much enhance thermal management of the vehicle‘s interior and components such as battery and power electronics,“ says Hopp. The outcome: agreeable
in-car temperatures and less range loss.
Standard production of the range extender is planned for 2017, either by KSPG or an
automaker using essential components
supplied by KSPG. Another option is production under license, depending on what customers want. The complete system is engineered to minimize vehicle interfaces and
allow relatively straightforward integration.
In this way, the extender becomes just
another equipment option.

Type

Permanent-magnet, synchronous,
3 pairs of poles in series

Rating (electrical)

2 x 15 kW

Drive

Transmission ratio 1:2

Module
Cooling

Combined cooling circuit for inverter, generator, and
combustion engine

Emission norm

Euro 6

Target weight (as illustrated)

62 kg

Length x width x height

665 x 550 x 355 mm

A crankshaft-mounted
counterweight offsets
first-order mass forces.
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Here, we still have a vacancy. One that we’ve kept open for you. Everything is prepared. Awaiting you
are exciting projects and a team looking forward to working with you. Yet KSPG AG can offer you more
than just a great working environment. As one of the 100 biggest auto-industry suppliers worldwide,
we offer you the security of a large group combined with the scope for action typical of a small or
midsize enterprise. For you, this spells a job with plenty of creative latitude, promise and opportunities of working internationally. Sounds interesting? Then take a seat. www.kspg.com
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Waiting just for you:
Exciting challenges and a sense of satisfaction.

